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The International Setting

I Important mechanism for price discovery in IPOs:
“Bookbuilding.” In the US and Europe:

I Underwriter goes on “road shows” with company management.
I Gathers pricing-relevant information from prospective investors.
I Assures investors that they will be allocated shares.
I Offer price is fixed across investors, quantity allocated can vary in

the cross-section.
I Bids can be freely changed (type, price, allocation).
I Quantity allocated is not required to be disclosed.
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The (Complicated) Indian Setting

I In India, several differences:

I Two-stage pricing process, with a first stage involving “anchor
investors”.

I (As usual) Byzantine rules involving numerical thresholds:

I 30% of QIB can be anchor, 30% of anchor must be domestic mutual
funds.

I Min bid size, min and max # anchors conditional on offer size.

I Second stage is proportional allocation to all investors (“Dirty
Dutch auction”).

I Price to anchors is max(first stage, second stage) price.
I 30-day lock-in for anchors, but again, complicated investor-specific

rules on lock-ins.
I Quantity allocated to anchors is required to be disclosed.
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Main Findings and Queries - I

I At least one anchor which is a domestic mutual fund, in all but
one of 49 IPOs.

I Isn’t this contrary to the rules for the one IPO? Why the exception?

I Authors contrast anchor and non-anchor backed IPOs and find:

I More short-run underpricing in anchor-backed IPOs, less long-run
underpricing.

I Less pricing at the top of the indicative range for anchor-backed
IPOs.

I Are characteristics of the firms that go for anchor-backing different?
Is this indicative of assortative matching?

I Table 3 - some characteristics look very different, yet no formal
analysis of selection effects on performance.
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Queries - II

I Authors concentrate on the disclosure requirements for
anchor-backed IPOs and attribute the results to this feature.

I What about the other rules and regulations? How do they impact
short- and long-run performance?

I Authors spend a lot of time explaining performance with
anchor-investor types.

I Also potentially interesting to understand determinants of
participation by particular groups/types of investors.
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Conclusions

I A very interesting area to investigate.

I Authors have done great work putting together the data and
preliminary analysis.

I More work to be done to understand how the complex
institutional details affect participation incentives, and ultimately
performance.

I I look forward to reading the next version of the paper!
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